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Qggyersion Fqgjggg for Heaeures and Heights

Common Metric Units with.U.S. Eqnivalente

„„_ Unit Abhreviatlon Eguivalgnt Qgggvalent

I. Linear Meaeure

1 kilometer km 1,000 m 0,62137 mile
1o93.61u3 yam

1 meter m 100 cm 1.0936 yards
3,2808 feet

1 zentimeter cm 10 m 0.3937 inch

1 millimeter mm 0,03937 inch

II. Sguare Measure

1 quadratkilometer qkm 100 ha 0,386 eq mile

l hectare ha 100 a 2.&71l acree
10,000 qm

1 er a 100 qm 119,6 eq ynrds

1 quadratmeter qm 10,000 qm 1,196 eq yard
10.76 eq feet

1 qundratzentimeter qcm 0,155 eq inch

l morgen 2.553 qm 0.631 acre

III. Heights

1 tonne t 10 dz 0.98&2 long tone
1,000 kg 1.1023 short tous

2200.6 pounds
1 doppelzentner dz 100 kg 220,ü6 pounda

l zentner ztr 50 kg 110,23 pcunds

1 kilogrem kg 1,000 g 2.20h6 pounds
1 gramm g 0.03553 ouncea
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Conversion Fgctors for Measures and weight; {continued}

Common Metric Units with U.S. Equivalents
_“

Metric U.S.
Units Abbreviation Equivalent Equivalent

IV. Temgerature

100° Celsius 2l2° Fahrenheit

o° ce1s1us 32¤ ram·e1me1t

Source: Food and Agriculture Statistics, Bizonal Area Germany lQ}j·
IQMZ, Part I, Agriculture. Bipartite Control Office, Food
and Agricvlture Grmm, Department VI, Statistics, March 19l+8.
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IHTRODUCTIOH

The field of land reform may involve greater opportunity for land

ownership by the cultivator, consolidating small and uneconomic holdings,

or the problem of hringing together the many small, widely dispersed

plots belonging to the individual farmer so that he can operate effi-

ciently. Although these problems often overlap, it is with the last

mentioned phase, er land consolidation, that this study is primarily

concerned.

Land fragmentation is a condition that exists not only in the area
(

studied, but in many other parts of the world; especially in areas which

are referred to in recent terminology as "underdeveloped”, and in areas

where the population pressures are great. In the area studied and in

adjacent regions people have been aware of the seriousness of this prob-

lem for generations. Denmark, for instance, completed the work of con-

solidating farms and breaking up farm villages more than one hundred

years agc.l As is pointed out in this study, one region of Bavaria

aocomplished this task more than four hundred years ago. However, in

the remainder of the State and in many other countries progress is

painfully slow or does not exist. Yet in most countries, including our

own, economic and political stability as well as social progress are
closely related to the system of agriculture and the status of the farm

population. In many parts of the world failure to recognize this fact

1 Binns, Bernard O., Ehe Consolidation of Fraggonted gggicultnral Hold-
gggg, FAO Agricultural Studies No, ll (Washington, 1950), p, M5,
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and to make the necessary adjustments to overceme inherited evils in

_ these institutienal patterns have resulted in economic distress and

political unrest. Land consolidation is not proposed as’a penacea for

all ills ner is it propesed that any one technique in tote can be

advantageously applied to all places. On the other hand, the advantages

of consolidation, where applicable, should be made available wherever

possible to these who are now hindered by the handicaps and limitations

forced on them by this heritage. Consolidation should be thought ef as

a basic part of an overall program of education and better farm manage-

ment.

The problems inherent in the type of agriculture dictated by con-

ditions resulting from the field arrangement pictured in figure l are

difficult te envisage, difficult to describe, and difficult to overceme.

In the State of Bavaria, approximately 80 percent of all agricultural

land (3.15 million hectares) is in more er less the degree of fragmenta-

tion indicated in the above picture. Ehe area shown is representative of

the typical rural village pattern in the northwestern part of the State.

Some progress has been made toward consolidating these scattered

holdings and thereby increasing food production, as well as operating

efficiency; making possible a better life fer the people of the commu-

nity (figure 2), However the progress has been slow and costly and

with.present techniques and procedures it is estimated by officials that

the job will not be completed in less than sixty-five years. In order

to understand this problem more clearly, its implications and effects;

as well as to evaluate current attempts at its solution, this study has

been made.
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Iigzre 1

View of typicel farm village area in the nortlnrestem sector of
the Stats of Bavaria; Bw many plete of the individual. ferner are
seattered. throughout the area in a fleekenteppich (eresy quilt) arrange-
zent. Access to aany of these plot: is possible only by crossing a
neighb-er'e 1.aad•
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View ef an area after eeasolidatieh of uaay widely ecattered
plate, Rate the larger size ef fields in eeaparieee with figure 1
and the road het which mekee each field easily aeeeeeible.
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GHAPTER I

BACKGROUHD

Climate and Geography

Bavaria is the largest State in Western Germany, with an area of

27,098 square miles, as of January 1, 1951.1 Rearly all of the surface

is over 1,000 feet above sea level but seldom exceeds 3,000 feet except

for the Alpine region of the South, where peaks of 9,000 or 10,000 feet

are fairly numerous. A comparatively small area, the Valley of the Main

is less than 1,000 feet. The Danube, which is navigable from Regensburg

to Passau and.Austria, biseots the State from west to east and receives

the waters of the Iller, Lech, Isar and Inn Rivers from the south, and

the Altmuell and Nabb from the north. Bavaria is bordered on the south

by Austria, on the east by Austria and Czechoslavakia, on the north by

A the States of Thringia and Hesse, and on the west by the State of

Wuerttemburg and by Switzerland. A large province, the Pallatinate,

was taken from her at the end of World War II.

Bavaria has a humid mesothermal climate of the Marine West—Coast

type, The average annual temperatures range from ß2,M degrees in the

extreme scth to M8,2 degrees in the north along the Main River (table
1).2 The average frost—free period ranges from 150 days in the South

to 191 in the North, Average annual rainfall ranges from 59.ü inches

·
1 The county of Lindau not included,
2 Tables referred to in Chapter I are placed at the end of the chapter

beginning on page 22. Other tables are placed in their respective
sections.
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in the south to 35.6 in the Munich region and 22,1 at Wurzburg in the

north, This favorable climate permits the production of a wider vari-

ety of crops than is grown in other parts of the world on equal lati-

tude. The soils are mainly brown earths rendziras and skeltal mountain

types. River alluvia and peats are widely distributed throughout the

state.

People

Bavaria had a total population of 9•3 million in 1950, or 19.6

percent of the population of all Western Germany, This is an increase

of 2,2 million since 1939 and is in a large measure due to an influx

of refugees from Eastern Germany and from Czecheslovakia, Poland,

Hungary, and other countries of Eastern Europe. In 1950 more than 60

percent of these refugees and expellees were settled in communities ef

U,000 er less people, thue intensifying the rural settlement problem.

The present pooulation density is 3¤2 people per square mile as com-

pared with 83 per square mile in Virginia and six per square mile in

the unxzoa States winter wheat belt. From 1939 to l9¤6 Bavaria‘s

agricultural population increased from l,9#2,300 to 2,275,900, bt per—

centage wise there was a4rop from 28.1 pereent to 25.9 percent of the

total population (table 2).

The Bavarian farmer, or peasant as he is called, leans strongly

toward tradition and the conservative attitudes so tynical of his occu-

pational brothers in many other parts of the world. Under the Basis

the farmers of Bavaria (and other sections of Germany) were responsible

for certain things:
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First, it was their task to supply food.

Second, they were expected to bring up large and healthy fami-

lies; because from the farm families come the healthiest soldiers and

citizens.

Third, they were charged with the responsibility ef preserving

peasantry, which was regarded as the stronghold of German moral and

cultural life. 1

The leaders of the National Socialist Government of 1933-M5 were

not the first to have these ideas. The First Reich which began with

Charlemagne about 798 A.B. originated the idea of using the peasants

and their children for the ends of the rulers and other groups of

society. Many present day German leaders give evidences of desiring

to continue in this vein. Perhaps an outstanding example of how rulers

achieve this goal is indicated by the distribtion of students at the

university level, classified according to the father's oocupation:

Twenty-four percent come from homes of business people, 52 percent

from homes of officials, nine percent from skilled and unskilled work-

ers, and six percent from agriculture which constitutes 25.9 percent

of the total population of the State. This situation must be kept in

mind when considering any agricultural problem of Bavaria and particu-

larly the problem under discussion here.

1
Holt, John P., ”Changes in German Rural Life" Rural Sociology,
Rural Sociological Society, II: 3, September, 1937. n. 266,
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Land Tenure

Bavaria, along with Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony, is

capable of producing excess food for use in other areas of Germany.

Out of a total area of 17,2 million acres, 8.8 million are classi-

fied as agricultural. Host of the #90,000 farms are comparatively

small, averaging approximately 25 acres in size. Only #05 privately

owned farms have more than 250 acres of agricultural land. In l9#9,

86.6 percent of all fars were 50 acres or less in size and #0,6 per-

cent were 12,5 aores or less, but #1 percent of all land was in farms

of 50 acres or more (tables 3, #, and 5).

In 1938 there were 3,6 million acres planted to grains (table 6).

By l9#9 only 2.8 million acres were so utilized. The acreage planted

in forage crops increased as did the area used for permanent pastures

and meadows. Cnltivation is very intensive and in many instances the
· same fields have been tilled for many hundreds of years. From only a

cursory examination it is obvious that one of the problems faced by

Bavarian farmers is operational units of uneconomic size.

Eighty-five percent of all labor employed on farms in Bavaria is

family labor. The difference in laborers per 100 hectares is striking,

ranging from 66 on farms with two to five hectares to only 16 on farms

with 50 to 250 acres (table 7).

The Importanoe of Agriculture

Agriculture in Bavaria was about a two and one-half billion dollar

business in l9#9—50. No figures were available for this period, but the
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value of farm products in the State in 1939 amounted to about one-sixth

of the value of the total state product. At this time there were 2,hü

million people dependent upon industry and handicraft for their living

copared with 1,99 million who were dependent upon agriculture. The

number of acres of the principal crops, yield per acre and total pro-

duction in l9U9 indicate an intensive cultivation. In l9b9 potato

production reached 5.2 million short tons with an average yield of
229.6 bushele per acre (table 8). Wheat production was 9,ü million

short tone with an average of 37.6 bushels to the acre as compared to

255,660 short tone total yield and 18.5 bushele per acre in Virginia,1

Bavaria is one of the leading German states in livestock produc—

tion. Total cattle for the State numbered 3.37 million head in l9¤9

es copared to 0.78 million for Virginia. Milk·production per cow in

Bavaria was 3,5¤8 pounds for all cattle, however for cows in testing

associations the average production was 6,386 pounds which tested 3.85

percent butter-fat. Livestock numbers have failed to keep pace with

the population increases. In fact, livestock numbers in l9b9 were less

than those in 1939 (table 9). One reason for this being the high rates

of slaughter imediately after the War which greatly reduced breeding

herds.

Up until the present time Bavaria‘s agricultural production has

been largely the result of hand labor. In the last three years quite

a few farmers have attempted to mechanize. Unfortunately, many of them

ik
Taylor, Henry M., Virginia Farm Statistics, Bulletin 15, U.S.D.A,,
Richmond, Virginia, September 19&7, p. 10.
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have bought tractors and other large machines which are not justified

by the small size of their businesses and the small, widely scattered

fields they possess. The number of tools and mchines in Bavaria and

the Ministry°s estimate of the number needed by 1960 are shown in

table 10.

A Brief History of Bavarian Agricultural Administrationl

The interest of the Bavarian State in agriculture dates back to

the Middle Ages. At that time agriculture and the peasant population

were the main source of income for Bavarian rulers, When the Bavarian

Princes gained additional independence from the Reich after the Treaty

of Westphalia they managed the territories as if they were their private

property. At tat time the econoy was largely agricultural. This

ment that agricultural production and prices were closely supervised,

The attitude of the present day official is still influenced by this

background. The peasant still thinks in terms of state officials and

state orders; while the official is convinced that it is only right and

proper for him to supervise and order the peasant in all the details of

his farming operations and the marketing of his products.

With the introduction of scientific agriculture on the continent

in the late 18th and 19th century, the role of the state was broadened

to include research and education,

1 éggigultgre in Bagggjg,Statistical Informatigg„ prepared by the
Economic Affairs Division of Office of Land Comissioner for Bavaria
(women., 1951), nn. 59-6M.
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Under both the Second Reich end the weimar Republic egriculture

wae completely in the hende of the State, with the exception of

national price policy and the land eettlement work. During the Hazi

period, however, the State Minietriee were relegated to educational

and research inetitutlone, while the Reich orgenizcd proauetion and

marketing under e chein of Reich food officee which dicteted the terms

of ell nroduction, pricing, marketing, end imnorte of food, Since

l9ü5 the egricnltural nrogrnm hee been eunervised first by the states

alone, then by the etetee end the Federal Ministry of Agriculture,

The functions of the Feverien Ministry range from eesieting the

Federal Hinietry in developing federel price end marketing policiee to

develoning e Stete program for egriculture end operating e reeeerch,

educational end advieory system, The Peverian Ministry also manegee

the State foreete, which comprise about BU percent of the total forest

area. It eleo controls end edviees in the management of communal end

private foreete. It enforcee senitary end quality laws and food
“

marketing lewe of the former Reich end the State. Until currency re-

form in l9#8 it had to collect food from the fermere end distribute

domeetic end imported food to the coneumere through ite Food Offices A.

This work has been discontinued. Other functions include the execution

of e land reform program end land consolidetion,

From l9M5 until after currency reform the Bavarian Ministry was

a controlling agency. Today, its most important task ie research and

education, to teech the ferner how to make the beet use of hie land end

to recommend marketing end price noliciee to the Federal Government
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which will oromote maximum production.

At the head of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forests are

the Minister and State Secretary, Under the Minister of Agriculture

and State Secretary are four min divisions:
Division Z - Administration

Division A - Food
’ Division B — Agriculture ·

Division G - Forestry

Main Division D, Agriculture, is hy far the most important in the

Ministry, employing over twoethirds of the officials. It handles the

following hroad functions:

a, Determination of price and marketing policies.

h, Supervision of agricultural research, education and advisory

activities with the exception of the State College of Agriculture at

Weihenstephan, which is under the Ministry of Education.

s c. Land consolidaticn.

d. Land reform.

e. Management of State farms.

Division C - Forestry, has two main tasks: The management of the

state owned forests and the execution of state laws for private and

communal forests. The Ministry he seven District Forest Offices and

about 300 local forestry offices. They cut the annual crop of state

timher and sell it to private lumber and pulp milla, re-seed cut over

areas and do general foreatry work, auch as the control of insect dam-

age, Division G has eporoximately 2,559 officials and emoloyees in
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addition to 13,699 laborers.

In Bavaria agricultural education is a direct responsibility cf

the Ministry of Agriculture. However, the State Agricultural College

at Weihenstephan and the Agricultural Teacher's Training Institute in

Munich are under the Ministry of Education. Local agricultural voca-

tional schools (Berufsschule) are also under the Ministry of Education,

This has resulted in a very complex system of schools, advisory service

and mixed research-advisory ”institutes”. A total of 110 Landwirt-

schaftsaemter (Agricultural Office) at county level are supposed to

maintain contact between the farmers and the education and research

units. This link is in many ways very week.

The Bavarians claim that their agricultural advisory service

through the Agricultural Offices (Agricultural Winter Schools) dates

back to the l880'e. In the past about ten percent of the farmers were

reached through this system. The Ministry is trying to expand its

”out-of-school" advisory program. When the European Recovery Program

fands were granted to assist in building thirty “Agricultural Service

Centers” the Ministry agreed to employ one man and one woman as full-

time “out-of-school“ advisors in each of these counties. Ten full-time

state advisory specialists have also been enoloyed to establish a better

link between the state research and county advisory staffs. This

agricultural school system is inadequate for a state with a total cf

M93,000 farms.

If the 200,000 farms under five hectares are excludsd it still

leaves 293,000 tull·time farming units. This means that approxinately
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3,L»o0 farms must be serviced by each Agricultural Office (Agricultural

Winter School). The Ministry estimates that only 23 percent of the

farm youth of eligible age can enter these schools each year, During

the period from l9l+5 to l9L}9 the attendance was only about ten percent

of the eligible group. The schools are suffering from the usual ille

of a. postwar situation, obsolete text·books, deteriorated. buildings and.

equipment, and in some schools, from incompetent teachers.
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Table 6 _
Land Use in Bavaria, 1938 and 1999

1938 1999
Acres Percent Acres Percgnt

1 . Grain
Wheat 908.839 9.0 795.995 7.7
Eye 995.566 9.9 899.777 8.7
Barley 825,561 8.2 992.970 5.1
Oats 816.913 8.1 675.077 6-9
Mixed grains 75.860 0.7 83.273 0.9

Total grains 3,622.739 35-9 2.896.592 29-3

2. Root crons
Potatoes 780.392 7.7 756.373 7.8
Pulses (Peas, beans, etc.) 19,332 0.2 99.667 0.5
Other vegetables 89.999 0.9 69.987 0.7
Industrial crone ‘ 50,609 0.6 107.291 1.1
Sugar beete 32.617 0-3 37.559 0.9

3. Other feed crcos
Boot crous 392.975 3.9 397.337 9.1
Forage crops 929,837 9-2 1,119.668 11-5
Permanent pastures 999,192 5.0 572,289 5.9
Permanent meadows 3.527.897 35.0 3.569.607 36.8

9. Gardens, vinexgrds, etc.
Gardens and orchards 179.206 1.7 175.991 1,8
Willow pisntauons 1.730 — 792 -Vineyarde and nurseriee 11.367 0.1 10.378 0.1

Total Agricultural Land 10,081,682 100.0 9,702,876 100.0

Forest and woodland 5,628,938 5,581,792

Total Agricultural and
Forest land 15,710,620 15,289,618

Moore and uncultivable land 569,813 737,891

Buildings, watere, roads,
Railways, and others 992,939 1,097,618

Total area 17,222,872 17,120,077
Source: Agriculture in Bavaria, Statistical Iggormation, prepared by

Economic Affairs Division, Office of Land Commissioner for
Bavaria (Munich, 1951), p. 17.
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Table 7

Farm Labor per 100 Hectares According to Farm Size Group
in Bavaria for 19h91

Total number of Family members Percent
permanent employees employed per family

Size of farms: per 100 hectares 100 hectares labcr

0,5 - 2 hectares 115 108 9ß.O

2 — 5 hectares 66 63 95.U

5 — 20 hectares 33 30 90,9

20 - 100 hectares 16 10 62,5

More than 100 hectares 3 0,2 6.6

Average number employed
I

per 100 hectares 23 20 85.6

1 Does not include seasonal employees and day laborers.
Source: Agriculture in Bavaria, Statistical Information, prepared by

Economic Affairs Division, Office of Land Commissioner for
Bavaria (Munich, 1951), p. 23.
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CHAPTER II

FACTORS RESPOHSIRLE FOR FRAGMERTED HOLDINGS

Settlement History _

A review of the history of the development of agricnlture in

Bavaria, and particularly a review of early settlement practices,

shows to a large degree just how today's
”crazy

quilt” arrangement of

land holdings had its beginning. The cnstoms of early tribes were in

no sense identical. Today's field arrangements in the different

sections cf the State indicate early tribal bcundaries.

The Gewann Village Settlement

At the time of the Roman invasion, about 50 B.C., two main

tribes, the Celtic and Germanic, occupied the area which is the

Germany of today, The border line between the two ran along the

Wasser River, crossed the central German mountains between the Wes-
~ ser and Rhine Rivers, reached the Main near Frankfurt, and followed

it to its eource,l In the Celtic areas the single farm type of

eettlement predominated while the Germanic practice was to settle in

villages. During this period, land was plentiful and settlements were

largely confined to the river valleys and the lands of open plateaus,

Meitzen, August, Siedlgng and Agrarwesen der Westgermanen, und
Ostgermanen, der Kelten, Roemer, Finnen und Slaven, (Berlin, 1895),
I. p- Bä-
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In the Germanic settlements each member of the village or clan

had the right to an equal share of the total area. This share was

called the Egg; which was the term used to designate the land unit

given to a family head for his use. That part of the unit comprising

the hcuse, the farmyard and the garden came to be accepted as private

property and was never rotated, The cropland, on the other hand, was

distributed for cultivation only. In order to insure equal distribue

tion, the cropland was divided into sections called Gewanne; areas

· selected according to soil characteristics, tcpography, etc. Each

family head was then given a share in each of the respective Gewanne.

Therefore the number of parcels belonging to each owner depended on the

number of sections (Gewanne), and the number of sections depended on

the degree of variation in the solls of the particular village area,

It seems quite probable that some exceptions were made and an occasional

leader or family was given a share larger than average. Pasture and

wooded areas were used on a community basis.

The number of plots belonging to one Egg; was further influenced

by the way the Gewanne were divided. This division was, in part at

least, dependent on the shape of the Gewanne and the nature of the ter-

rain. It was sometimes necessary to make the division in such a way

that the land of one Egg; in a Gewann was in two or more plcts. In the

beginning the individual Egg; share of a Gewann usually consisted of a

Eggggg or a half a Egggggt To the extent that it was possible, the

1 The size of a Morgen differed locally according to condition of soil‘
and tonography, and meant a field which could be plowed in one morning.
This difference in concepts of Morgen exists even today-·-usually three
Morgen equal one hectare or 2,b7 acres.
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Qggagg was divided into parallel stirps. Depending on the tribal prac-

tice the shape of the strips was either lang and narrow or more nearly

square,

The fields of the Gewanne were distributed by lot and re·distrib—

uted each year. Later, this distribution was repeated at longer inter-

vals until redistribution was finally given up and the crop land came

to be considered private property just as the house, the farmyard and

the garden.

The result of this Gewann system led to a condition which the

Germns call Gemenglage. This is a term used to describe a situation

in which the separate land strips of an owner were scattered within

and among the various Gewanne without adequate connecting reads, This
A

meant that it was often necessary for the farmer to cross his neighbors'

fields to get to his own and he was also faced with the necessity of

turning in a neighbor's field at the end of each row when plowing cr

else allow sufficient turning room at the end of his own field, The

result was waste, quarrels among neighbors, or both, This condition

led to another practice called Flurswang, or an enforced planting

system. It meant that all farmers were forced to plant the same crop

within one Gewann.

This may or may not have led to the development of the three-

field rotation system. Writers on the subject disagree as to its origin.

He do knew that the rotation was followed in connection with the enforced

plenting system,

The enforced planting system mentioned above, and the three-field
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rotation led to another practice, that of dividing the village into

three areas called Zelgen which were set up for the rotation mentioned

above. In other words, each year one ggggg was planted in winter grain,

one in summer grass, and one lay fallow, This was all done under the

enforced planting system. Comunity planning and co—erdinatien was

necessary for planting, harvesting, grazing, moving cattle, etc.

The Forest Egg; Settlement

The first village settlements were small scattered islands in

vast areas of forest and moorland. However, as the population in-

creased people were forced to occupy land formerly considered to be

marginal or submarginal. Many times the new village settlement began

as an individual settlement and grew with succeeding generations or

as others came in and settled nearby. There were also groups of

settlers who cleared land and established new villages. At first

these villages seem to have followed the pattern of the Gewann system,

but later, in an attemnt to avoid its evils, the Ferestgggg; system

developed. The Egnfendoerfer, er compact village settlements, pre-

vailed with the Gewann settlement, the Reihendoerfer, er row villages,

often resulted from the ForestgEgg; settlement. In the latter, the

farm land originally ran in one large strip from the farm house to the

woods er meadows. Immediately behind the farm buildings lay the crop-

land which was followed by meadows and, finally, by forests. Small

farm reads separated these farms, making them independent from each

other. Where the terrain was not adapted to this type er arrangement,
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it was sometimes necessary to allocate an additional and separate plot

of land to the Hufe owner.

The Weiler Settlements

Between the village and the single farm type of settlement we

find geiler which are described by Meitzen as

groups of three to ten farms at most which are rather
close together but irregularly neighboring on each
other and which, due to the small number of farms,
extend only over a small area that is not divided on
the nrincinle of the Gewann settlement.l

Summary x

The above brief descriptions do little more tan enumerate the
main types of settlement patterns from the earliest times to the

present date,2 No clear—cut or absolute dividing line exists between

them, either in type or in location. General characteristics still
exist but many other factors have arisen which greatly contribute to
the degree of fragmentation existing today,

The Influence of Rural Inheritance Customs

Second in importance among the factors influencing the fragmenta—
tion of farm holdings is inheritance customs. The two main forms of

inheritance were a form of primogeniture and equal division.;

Meitsen, co. sit., p. #16.
2

The general forms of settlement end the apnroximate areas of each are
indicated in figure 3.

3
Other terms sometimes used are "closed” and "open” types of inheritance.



In the first mentioned form of inheritance only one heir receives

the farm. The reason for this custom seems to have been the desire to

prevent the farm from being broken up into units too small to suoport

a farm family. This type of inheritance has its origin in the Germanic

tribal customs. The first deviation from this custom probably came

between the fifth and eighth centuries with the adaptation of institue

tions from the Roman law. For some time after this the owner was per-

mitted to divide the farm among his heirs and to transfer a part to the

church as a contribution toward his salvation. This resulted in the

first step toward further fragmentation. During this period additional

land divisions were made because high taxes and other obligations had

to be paid in the form of land if they could not be met in cash or crops.

This added greatly to the land of the lords and the church, at the ex-

pense of the small land owner. However, the holdings of the former two

classes did not consist of large consolidated areas but of plots which

were interningled with those of the peasants, a condition found in many

instances in Bavria today.

During the next sight or nine centuries, as rulers and governments

changed, there was a great deal of shifting from one custom to the other

and back again. Wherever and whenever the Qggggg system of settlement
was followed and combined with the system of open division we find the

split up condition at its worst. This can be illustrated by the hypo-

thetical case of a man who owns ten acres of land divided into ten plots

of one acre each as a result of the Qggggg type settlement. If this man
has ten children each child will receive one-tenth of each field upon
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the death of the father. Field divisions were made lengthwise as much

as possible with the result that many pieces of land were two to three

yards wide and a mile or more in length, In other instances they were

broken up so that they were only twenty square yards in are.

The Reich Hereditary Farm Law, released on September 29, 1933,

was intended to end much of the confusion regarding inheritance of

rural real estate and to stop further sp1itting·up of farm property.

According to this law fame became entailed if they met certain re-
-

quirements of size, the lower limits being determined by the area

necessary to support a farm family (usually 7.5 hectares or more). and

the upper limits being expressly stated as less than 125 hectares. The

owner of such a holding was called §ggg;_and had to meet requirements

of citizenship, race, reputation, and ability. This entailed farm

could only be transferred to one heir. The claims of the ce—heirs

were limited to the other property ot the farmer and claims by them

for such things as education were determined by the capacity of the

farm. These entailed farms could not be sold or foreclosed. In other

words, once a farm became enteiled in remained so.l The only decision

left in the hands of the owner was that he could select the hair to

receive the farm. The Control Council Law Ko. Ä5, dated February 20,

l9&7, abolished the Reich Hereditary Farm Law.

A study of·two communities in Bavaria gives an indication of the

1
Spiegel, William Henry, Land Tenure Policies at Home and gbroad,
The University of North Carolina Press, 19hl, po. 136-137,
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relative and real effects of inheritance practices and the Gewann

settlement pattern on fragmentation, In l898 a study was published

of the two communities of Gerhardsbrunn and Martinshoehe,l Some cf

the data of this study seem apropos to our inquiry and will be used

for this illustration, although the study was made for a different

purpose.2

Gerhardsbrunn and Martinshoehe are two villages located west of

Kaiserslautern, The communities are of equal size and about three

kilometers apart, Soil, climatic, and topographical conditions are

the same, making these two villeges exceptionally well suited for

study and comparison. The original settlement pattern of the two vil-
lages was the Gewann type with each farmer owningsbout one hnndred

Morgen. Each owner possessed one or more fields in each Gewann and in

the usual fashion these fields were scattered and mixed up with those

of other farmers, Mayer mentions the Fluerweise and probably has refer-

ence to the traditional three field rotation in operation under the

enforced planting system. In this sector the ownership of cropland

seems to have been brought about at a date considerably later than in
some other areas. V

The inheritance system in both villages followed a strict primo-
geniture pattern. The number of farms was eighteen or twenty according

E_—EayerT—Gilhelm?Tem dar ele t an den zweiofaelzischen2
Hayer*s main interest was sociological and economic and was notdirectly concerned with the technical problems of fragmentation
and consolidation,
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to the usual custom of that aran, Around the end of the sevsmtaanth

century the customs changed amd each farmer was entitlaä to sell bis

land, divide it among his children or diswuse of it as he saw fit.

However, the farmers in Gerhardsbrunn held rigidly to the old customs

while in Martinshoehe the farmers discardad the old system as a group

and each man followad his own desires. Same adopted the system ¤f

equal division and some sold parts of their farms. The result was

that at the beginning of the eightaemth century, o¤6—quarter or o¤e·

eighth of a farm could be fcumd im the possessiou of a neu owner.

When crcmlamd became wrivat¢ property the community property was

quickly divided and distributed to the village members. By 171M the

number of farm owners of the county had greatly increased. The commu-

nity showing the greatest increase was Haxtiushoehe and the lowest,

Garhardsbrunu, By 1811 the two communities showed an even greater

contraat, In Gerhardsbrunn the average farm size was quite large and

only farm families lived in the village, while in Martiushoehe the

number of familie; had doubled and included small artisams and day

laborers. In IGOM Martinshcehe had 2 ncéulation of 860 compared to

RC3 fer Gerhardabrunn. Duxing the last fcrty years Martiushoehe had a

gopulatiou increase of SC parceut while in Garhardsbrunu there was a

decrease of lk percent.

By following the system of primogeniture, Gerhardsbrunn maintained

am average farm size above that of any of the goverumeutal districts in

Bavaria while located in the district where the average farm size was

smallest•
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In 1895 the size cf tue average farm in Garharäshrumn was @1.M

aectares, auä in äartiushoeha 8,3 hectares. Since the areas were of

equal size it cau be assumed that there ware 27 farms in Gerhardsbrunn

and 123 in Martinshoehe, if Mayer*a figure: are correct. Mayer also

mantious that Gerherdsbruuu had, on several occasicus, carried out the

voluutary cousolidatiou of fields and adds in a foetuote that Gerhards-

brumu had only 3,171 parcels registered in the Kataster, while äar—

tiushoehs had at least 9,§GO,] Cousiäcration should be given to the

fact that the records show consolidatiou in the period meutioued above

usually consistad of the construction of roads and drainage ditches and

actually contributed very little toward the briugimg together of p1ots.2

There is same basis·for questiouing the exactness of Mayer's figures even

though they seem to give a good indication of the relative status between

the two communities, For instance, in 1899 Mayer refers to 3,171 par—

cels in Gerhardsbrunu, while an examiuatiou showed that the clßssifica~

ticu plan of the Bavarian State Survey Office in Munich iudicates 2,670

in the year lßüß. The Brgarmeister of the community of Gerhardsbruuu

also reported 2,670 parcels in 1951, It seems unlikely that the number

would change so greatly during the first fifty years and then back tc

the original number during the second fifty years, Mayer's report ou

Martimshoehc showing 9,500 parcels for that area is also higher than

Mayer, op. cit., p. 2b.
2

Schiller, Otto, Mittel und Ue 6 einer beschleuni eu Flurbereiui
und Reform der ?1urvargasgggg (Stuttgart, l9h95, p. 7.
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the classification plan of the Survey Office, which showed 9,809 in

18h%, according to the Burgsrmeister of hartiushcehe there were about

8,500 slots in the community in 195l. In any event, we can see that

the degree of fragmentation is about three times as great in Martins-

hoehe as in Gerhardshruno, end that in all probsbility the fragmenta-

tion in Gerhardsbrunn increesed very little if at all after the

settlement and ownership first became established some 250 years ago.

In 1903 a commission wos set up to investigate the causes of the

excessive suhdivieion and sale of ferms in Bavaria. The commission

reuorted that this was due to detts incurred vith purchase or inherit-

once of the land which often force sale of parcels, and also the high

orofits made by speculators who subdivided land into very small pieces

for resale.1

Other Factors Responsible for Fragmentation

The demand for crcoland increaeed with the growth in pooulation.

As a result the glgggggg, or community holdings were distributed,

beginning about 1790, The major oortion of this community land con-

sistod of meadows or forest holdings and was, in most cases, scattered

around the outer edges of the village area. Division was made in

keening with their old custom of Gewann distribution. Of course, the

result was an increase in the already extensive degree of fragmentation.2

1 Qhg”§ggg;ggsion of Land in Old Bavaria, International Review of Agri-
. cultural Economics (Rome, 1918), VIII, p. 80.

2 Schlitte, Bruno, Die Zusammenlegung der Grundgjgpche in ihrer volks-
wirtschaftlichen Bedeutung und Durchfuehrung (Let;;igT”l88g)?Ü§?*§T
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In nentiening anrther cause ef fragme.tetfen we encourter another

awe ineniring Carmen term, Qggterzertrnemmerung, which means sale of a

farm holding eiece hy niece and to e number of different bnyers.

Later, Legislation eas nremulgated ta relieve many of the evils

connected with Gueterzertruemmerung and the sale of agricnltnral and

private ferest heldings cf five hectarea er nere, which had been

eperated as e unit fer three years nrier te erenoeed sale, could not

he made ts nrefeesienal real estate dealere,

The extension of highways and railways may also contribute

directly te fragmentatien by selitting fields and diviöing farms.
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CHAPTER III

THE EFFECTS OF FRAGMBNTATION

For the individual farmer, excessive fragmentation results in

extreme difficulties of management, high costs of operation, and lower

yields. The economy as a whole loses through wasted manpower, wasted

resources, and a smaller food supply. Specific examples of waste

resulting from fragmentation may be listed as excessive boundary

strips and border areas; excessive roads; inefficiency of labor; and

difficulties of management, including inability to utilize labor saving

machinery and equipment, An attempt will be made to analyse each of

these individual facets to determine how it contributes to the over-all

problems of higher cost and lower yields.

Border Areas

The Reich Soil Appraisal Board (Reichsbodenschaetzung) estimated

that there is an unused strip 15 centimeters wide on each side of every

field. The land loss resulting from these boundary strips depends on

the size and shape of the parcel; the longer, more narrow, and more

irregularly shaped the parcel is in proportion to its total area, the

greater the waste. Both Babol and Bothkegelz prepared tables to show

this loss. Babo's illustration is oited here since his is in more de-

1 Babe, Fritz, Frhr. von, Betriebswirtschaftliche Grundlgggn der
Flurbereinigung (Stuttgart, 1950), p. 20.

2
Rothkegel, Walter, Landwirtschaftliche Schaetzgggslehre (Stuttgart,
l9L¢7). ¤. 63.
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Table ll

Area Taken up by Division Strips of Fields
of Different Size and Shape

Prggortion gf legggh gg wgdth
Size of field 1:1 1:10 1:20 1:50 1;l00

(Loss expressed in percent of field size)

100 ar 0,8 1,0 l,& 2,0 3,0

50 ar 0.9 1,ä 1,9 3,0 U,b

20 ar 1.0 1.8 3.0 5.0 7,0

10 ar 1,ü 3.0 M,2 6,M 9,ü

5 ar 2,0 0,b 6,ü 10.ß 17,0

(1 ar — 100 square meters or 199,6 square yardss
Source: Babe, Fritz, Frhr von, B-triebswirtschaftliche Grundlagen der

Flurbereinigggg (Stuttgart, 1950,, p, 20
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tail (table ll). For fields of 100 arl (one hectare) in size, and

with a length to width ratio of 1:10, the loss is only one percent.

As the fields decrease in size to five ar and the proportion of length

to width increases to 1:100 the loss in area increaees to l? percent.

Baboz points out that the nroportion of length to width is often larger

than 1:50 and since the average parcel size is below 10 ar in many com-

mumities, the renorted agriculturally used area may easily be over-

stated.

In addition to the area lost to boundary strips the decressed

nroductivity along the
”edges” of the field near the border amounts to

a serious problem in itself. The difference in the apnearance of

crops at the edge of the field and those in the middle is often evident

to even the casual observer traveling through Bavaria. When the peas—

ant applies his fertilizer or sows his seed he is so intent on making

sure that none is wasted on houndary strips or that none goes onte a

neighbor's plot that he “starves“ the edges of his own field. The de-

gree to which this condition exists can be illustrated by tests con-

ducted by Reihner the Chief of the State Esperimental and Research

Institute. Babo3 lists the results of these tests, which were not as

extensive as one might desire but nevertheless give some indication of

the seriousness of the problem. All parcels of two small farms were

1 ar = 119.6 square yards,
2

Babe, op. cit_, p, 19,
3 nase, os, eu., s. 21+.
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tested (table 12). One-sixth of the parcel width was taken as the edge,

and four—sixths as the middle. The tests made were to determine the

milligrams of nutritious matter per 100 grams of soil. On farm Number

One the phosphoric acid content was about 25 percent higher in the

middle than on the edges of the field, while tests for potash showed

little difference between the edges and the middle. On farm Number Two

the phosphoric acid content of the soil from the middle of the fields

was almost 50 percent higher than that from the edges, while the potash

content was about no percent higher.

The writer explains that the owner of farm Number One was pro-

gressive and an unusually good manager who tried to fertilize equally

well over the entire surface of his parcels. Since more time is re-

quired to renlace phosphoric acid than potash this deficiency resulting

from noor management in the past was more difficult to overcome. Allow—

ance should also be made for the difference in parcel widths: Farm

Number One averaged almost 12 meters and farm Number Two averaged only

six meters.

Other efforts have been made to show losses due to border strips
and field edges. According to Meder, under conditions existing in

Lower Franconia, a strip one meter in width must be allowed as “border
area” and, according to his studies, result in a 25 percent loss in

production. In some instances, he estimates losses frm border strips
to be as high as 60 percent. He further says that in this district an

average of 516 square meters per parcel must be classified as border

area. If all fields were planted to grain this would mean a loss of
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1.29 centners for the average field. To illustrate further, Meder

assumes an hypothetical farm of nine hectares, entirely planted to

grain, and divided into 45 parcels before consolidation. After con~

solidation he assumee that ten fields remain, with an area of 0,9

hectares each. The average length of all fields, both before and

after consolidation, is assumed to be 250 meters. According to Meder's

calculations the resultant total loss in production attributable to

border areas would be cut from 53 eentners to 14,2 centners of grain.1

Some tests were condneted in North Baden which show losses in

grain yields resulting from excessive border areas. In condncting

these tests border strips were assumed to be one meter wide. A total

of 67 sample threshings were made of the four principal grain crops

with yields from border areas averaging about 30 percent less than
‘ field centers. Differences for the respective grains are given as

follows:

Nheat 33 Percent (27 samples)
Bye 30 percent (19 samples)

Cats 28 percent ( 9 samples)
l

Barley 27 percent (12 samples)

1 Meder,
“Die

Flurbereinigung, ein vortreffliches Mittel zur Steige·
rung des Reinertrage,” Bayerische Land und Forstwirtschafts Heft
IX, X, und XI (Nuernberg, 1928).2 rabe, op. eu., p. 25.
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Excess Roads

Paved reads are not included in the agricultural area of the

farm or village and are, therefore, not subject to taxation. Unpaved

roads are included when the agricultural area is computed and the farmer

is taxed therefor. In excessively fragmented regions the loss in area

and increased taxation resulting from the excessive number of field

roads necessary to reach these holdings is considerable, This is ap-

parent when a farmer with a holding of 30 acres must often travel 300
5

miles in order to visit each of his plots and return to the farmstead.l

More extreme cases exist. A survey conducted in Baden showed that the

area occupied by unregistered field roads amounts to as much as 1,5

percent of the total crop land of the comunity (table 13). This is

in addition to public roads, which are quite numerous in the region,

Decreased Efficiency

From his studies Myersg concluded that the most important factor

I in farm layout is field size. He also found that the most important

effect of size of fields is on the labor required for the various field

operations followed by the economy of fencing and of land. These re-

sults can only serve to give some idea of the loss involved in Southern

Germany since the smallest average size of fields studied by Myers was

1 Lytle, Marvin J., Report of Assiggment in Gerany June 2—Hovember 18,
lgjl, submitted to the Bureau of Land Management, p, l.

2
Myers, W. I., An Economic Stud of F a out, Cornell University
Experiment Station (Ithaea, 19205, p. M10.
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Table 13

Area Peceeied By Unregistered ”rivate Field Teaia im Six Village
Areas of the State ef Faden

occwwied
r bz! ty

unregietered unregistered
Hectares field reads field reads

g of expressed in expressed in
Community eroplaud hecteres eercent of total cropland

Adersbach Ä35 2.6 0,6

Eschelbronn U10 U.l 1,0

Gemmiugeu 728 8.7 1,2

Hesselbaeh 125 1,2 1,0

Hichelfeld 77M 7,2 ,9

Rohrbch 676 10.3 1,5

Sourget Babe, Fritz, Frhr, von, Betriebevirtschaftliche Grundlagen der
Elurbereiaigggg (Stuttgart, 1950;. p. 22.
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1.02 acres while the average field in many Bavarian comunities is 0.6

acres, or less. Myers found that the number of hours required to plow

an acre of land in fields averaging 1.02 aeres were 30 percent greater

than for fields averaging 3.48 acres in size, The saving in horse

power amounted to about the same. As field size progressed the savings

increased. Myers study clearly indicates that where fragmentation

exists to the degree found in most sections of Bavaria neither fencing

nor pasturing is feasible (table 14). It is also impossible to follow

a sound rotation and modern soil management practices are virtually

non-existent.

Habo attempts to show the effects of fragmentaticn on mechaniza-

tion and gives the results of a study of three communities with an

average farm size of 3,69, 4,36, and 6.95 hectares (table 15). The

average parcel size in each of these villages was 7, 17, and 35 ar

respectively. For each 100 hectares nlanted to grains, the first com-

munity had only 3.5 drills, the second 17, and the third 35, The number

of binders was 0,5, 4,0, and 4,6 respectively, On the same basis, for

each 100 hectares nlanted to pctatoes the number of potato diggers was

7.9, 20,0, and 31,6, For each 100 hectares of arable land the number

of tractor plows was 1.1, 5.7, and 19.1. It should be noted that in

the three communities the difference in average farm size is not great,

but the difference in average parcel size is considerable,

Other factors contributing to decreased efficiency are the diffi-

culties involved in the supervision of labor and the implementation of

imnrovement projects.
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Table lb

Relation of Size of Fields to Economy of Fencing
and of Land in Crop Fields Completely Fenced

Average Rode Pereent
Size of Eumber size of of fence of cropland
fields of fields to the oocupied

in acres fields in acres acre by fences

Less than b 26 2.15 36.7 b.6b
b - 7.9 bl 6.30 21.1 3.75

8 - 11,9 6b 9,8b 16.7 2.66

12 - 15.9 27 13.28 15.1 2.26

16 — 23.9 2b 18.bb 12,7 1.85

2b or more 12 28:}} 2:0 1:12

Total or average 19b 11.37 15,1 2,29

Source: Myers, W. I., An Economic Study of Farm Layout, Cornell
University Agricultural Experiment Station (Ithaca, 1920),
p. b15
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Table 15

Ceneus ef Machinery ner 100 Hectares Crooland for Communities with
Varyiug Size of Plots in the State of

Wuerttemberg~Baden, Germany_——
Group of Communities
I II_ III

Average Farm Size (hectares) ° 3.69 M.36 6.95

Average Parcel Size (ar) S 7 17 35
Drills ) Per 100 hectares 3.5 11.7 16.0

) plauted to
Binders ) grains 0.5 4,0 #,6

) Per 100 hectares
Multiple Purpose Instruments) planted to 1.5 7.1 lü.7) potatoes
Potato Diggers 7.9 20,0 31.6

) Per 100 hectares
Tractor Plows ) of arable 1,1 5.7 19.1) land
Source: Babe, Fritz, Frhr. von, Betriebewirtechaftliche Grundl en

der Flurbereinigggg (Stuttgart, 19505, p. 28.
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Bothkegell made extensive studies of the effects of fragmentation,

His conclusions are, in general, susnorted by the Swiss writer, Huenig,

and are as followsz

Total Farm Size 5.5 hectsres

Gropland 4.6 hectares divided into
35 parcels

Pasture 0.9 hectares divided into
24 parcels

Soil climate figure 383

Average distance from farm to parcels — 1.08 kilometers

Loss in net yield as a result of this degree of fragmentation is

calculated by Rothkegel to be:

a. Parcel size 11 percent
9

b. Division strips 14 percent

c. Scattered fields 4 percent

d. Distance between farm and field 12 percent

e. Road slopes 2 percent

f. Rights of neighbors for crossing
fields 2 percent

g. Other 2 percent

Total 47 percent

1 .Rothkegel, op, cit., p. 123
2

Hueni, Albert,
“Der

Einfluss der Landverteilung auf die Betriebs-
ergebnisse,” Die Gruene, (July 4 and 11, 1941).

3 This is a comparative mathemtical term used to express value. In
arriving at this figure consideration is given to a number of fac-
tors, including soil type, climate conditions, etc,
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If the average distance from farm to field were assumed to be two

kilometers, a condition frequently found in the larger villages, the

reduction of net income would then be about 66 percent.

Albert Huenil, Chief of the Land Income Division of the Swiss

Peasants Secretariat, made a study which shows the difference in gross

return from a consolidated holding and a fragmented holding in the

same region over a period of twenty years, the first three years of

which both holdings were fragmented, The gross returns from the con-

solidated holding were in some years almost twice that of the fragmented

one (table 16).

Hueni also made other studies of the comparative returns from

holdings of varying degrees of fragmentation and different types of

farming. According to these studies the capitalized value of net return

per hectare for cultiveted crops was three times as high for the con-

solidated holding as for the fragmented one, for mixed faring six

times, and for grassland farming ten times (table 17).

Krum, of the Economic Division of the German Society of Agri-

culture, made a study of the cost of lab r on two farms in Wuerttemberg.

The natural conditions of the farms were about the same, but the size,

shape, and number of parcels differed considerably as did the average

distance from farm to parcel. On Farm A the distance was relatively

1 Fueni, Albert, ”Der Einfluss der Lendverteilung auf die Betriebser-
gebnisse.” Schweizerische Landwertschaftliche Zeitschrift, Zurich,
No. 27, Mth July, lOül, p. 717, quoted by M. Tcherkinsky, The Problem
of the Consclidstion of ggricultural Holdings in Eurgge, Monthly V
Holdings in Eurone, Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics Soci-
ology, l9M2, No. 3. p. 89.
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short, the most distant field being 755 meters from the farm yard. The
lengths of the parcels were in almost all cases more than uno meters
and their average size was l# hectares. Farm B comprised parcels
situated a greater distance from the farm yard, sone fields being as
far as 3,500 meters, These parcels totaled 95 in number and varied in
most cases from 100 to 180 meters in length, Their average size was
1.53 hectares.

Labor spent on each was as follows:

Holding A: 1#,850 hours, of which #90 hours were spent

in going back and forth.

Holding B: l#,790 hours, of which 2,799 hours were spent

in going back and forth.

Thus, in order to perform 100 hours of labor on the land, 3.#
hours were needed for travel on Farm A, and 18,9 hours on Farm B, or
almost six times that of Farm A.l

1 Tcherkinsky,_iQig, pp. 87E-88E.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PHESENT SITATION AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN BAVARIA

The Present Situation in Bavaria

Although the various states in Gerany operate under different

laws, their procedures appear to be essentially the same, but with

Vßfyißg üégröéß Gf pY¤£Y@SS-1 In Bavaria, 3,100,000 hectares need to

be consolidated; #8,000 hectares were scheduled for completion in 1951.

At this rate sixty·five years will be required to complete the job,

assuming the land is not redivided, a practice which has developed in

the past. The present consolidation is also very inadequate, some

projects achieving only an average ratio of 1:3.5 in number of new to

former fields, A number of communities were visited in which the ratio

was only slightly higher, and a ratio of 1:6 is considered quite geod

by the officials. The result is that even after all the agony, time

and expense of ”consolidation” the farmer often ends up with six, ten,

or even more plots, many of them widely scattered,

In one village in lower Franconia, which had been consolidated in „

1938, five farmers were interviewed who owned from four to twenty—three _

hectares, Their holdings consisted of from 26 to 180 parcels before

consolidation, and seven to 23 after consolidation (table 18).2

1 Lytel, op. cit., p. 2.
2 iggglied by the farmers concerned in a personal interview in May,
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Table 18

Size of Farm and Number of Strips Owned by heb of Five Farmers

number hectares coneolidntion coneolidation

1 10 96 17

2 23 160 23

3 7 80 12
u u 26 7
5 17-%;- 180 17
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The farmers were unanimous in their preise of consolidation but

only one was of the opinion that further consolidation would be of

benefit. All expected to divide their holdings equally among their

heirs,
l

The Degree of Fragmentation

Many examples of extreme fragmentation can be cited. Muenzinger,

for example, reports a fragmented farm holding in Oberamt Herrenberg

with an agriculturally used area of 30,27 hectares, which has 162

parce1s.l The smallest parcel has an area of 0.73 ar, and the largest,

12h ar. Thus, it can be seen that averages alone fall to give an

adequate indication of extreme conditions. The degree of fragmentation

is determined by dispersion as well as number of parcels. In the above

mentioned area Huenzinger reports that the total distance from the farm

to each parcel is 206 kilometers, thns necessitating a walk of 412 kilo-

meters if the farmer were to walk from the farm to each parcel and back

again. Gamperl reports that there are many farms of approximately ten

hectares in size which are divided into 150 or more widely scattered

plots.2

The most extreme area of fragmentation in Bavaria is in the county

1 Muenzinger, Adolf, ”Die Flurbereinigung in Sueddeutschland, ihre
Geschichte und ihr Stand am 1. Januar

l935”,
Berichte ueber Land-

wnzscnarz 1g3„ (Benin, 1936), e. 9.
2 Gamperl, Hans, ”Der Landwirt und die F1urbereinigung” Landwirt-

Schgftliches Jahrbuch fuer Bayern, Heft ll/12, 26, (Muenchen, 19U9),
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of Marktheidenfeld, a sector of which covers u,33o hectares and is di-

vided into l2M,600 parcels with an avergge parcel size of 3.86 ar.l

Schreiner gives the following information regarding the average

field size in Lower Franconia in 1912:2

“Far more than half of all communities have an average

field size below 20 ar, as shown below:

2 communities 3 ar

about 10 communities M ar

about $0 communities 5 ar

about 60 communities 6 ar

about 50 communities 7 - ll ar each

about MO communities 12 · 19 ar each

Unfortunately, no breakdown is available by district or by eounty

to show the average size of nlots per farm, the average number of nlots

per farm, or the degree of dispersion; information which should be

presented if the degree of fragmentation is to be adequately described

or understood. Data are available showing a breakdown of agriculture

and forestry holdings according to the number and size of agricultur—

ally used plots (table 19). Fromthese data we can see that M2,6 per-

cent of the farms (by number) have five or less plots, However, more

than half of the farms in this groun are three hectares or less in total

1 Schlitte, on. cit., II, 29.
2 Schreiner, A., ”Flureinteilung Unterfrankens“, Die Flurbereinigggg

in Bayern, 3, Geschaeftsbericht der koeniglich Bayerischen Flur-
bereiniguugskommission (Muenchen, 1912), Komm, II, p. 119.
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area, In the five to fifteen hectare group 92,800 are divided into

eleven or more plots, and more than half of this group (H6,3H3) are

divided into 21 or more plots, with 323 farms being divided into 100

or more. Even among the larger farms considerahle fragmentation

exists. For instance, in comparison of farms of 50 hectares or more

in size, H5? farms have 21 or more parcels. Thus, even with incomplete

data, it can be seen that the problem is acute.l

The Development of Land Consolidation Practices
8

The earliest known consolidation work that was carried out to an

effective degree in the area that is now Bavaria took place in the

Kempten region around 1550, The area had been originally settled on

the Qggäpg basis, In 1350 the Allgaeu region, of which Kempten is the

center, was an industrial and trade region. The Fugger and Welser

families of Augsburg and Memmingen exercised great power in Western

Europe in the fields of trade and finance, and were responsible for

bringing the trade routes through the Allgaeu. However, during the

fifteenth century the trade routes changed, which resulted in an

economic depression for this sector, and caused the interest in agri-

culture to increase, Here we find necessity being the mother of both

invention and action. The farmers themselves hegen to carry out a

consolidation program which resulted in the "single-farm“ estahlishment

1 The two charts accompanying this dissertation give an indication of
the degree of fragmentation both before and after ”consolidation”
has been carried out,
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predoinaut in that section today. The farmers of this area also have

the reputatiou for being the most nrngressiva and vrospercus in S0uth»

ern Germny, A total of 879 single farm units (all in one piece) were

established in the Kempton region and the practice spread west into a

considerablc area of the state of wuerttemberg,l

Unfortunately, the example sat by the f&rmers of Kempten was not

followed by their occupatioual brothers in other sections of Bavaria,

In fact, three hundred years were to mark the iuterval between the ba-

ginniug of the Kemnten program and the massage of any worthwhile

legislatiou for the implementation of land cousolidatiou, Ncvertheless,

there are indications that the uroblem was recngmized. An electoral
' decree of 1762 reads as followsz

“ As it will contribute to an easier and better
agriculture if the larger fields, maadows and
ferasts are not intcrmingled with so many
single parts, we wish and order herewith that
those, as far as possible, be amended and
closed either by interested persons, or if
they cannot reach am agreement, a detailedreport sheuld be made so that after the find- 2ing appropriate steps may be taken ax officio,

There was also a decree of the Landtag in 1831 to eucourage land con-

solidatien ”vher6 the citizens are in favor of it,”

In 1813 two prizes were offered far the best answers to the ques-

tion,
”Nhßt

ways and means are best and shortest far the consolidation

Ef““”*“****“*“*"““‘*’“““*‘""*"'*'*“*“'***
Dorn, Bus, Die Vereiuoedung in Oberschwaben (Kempten und Muenchen,p. 19.

2 Haag, Brettrich, Das Flurbereiniggggsgesetz vam 22 Mai 1886·—Q Juni
1899 Mit Erlaauteggggeu (Muenchen, 1900), p. 2.



of all scattered farm holdings in the Kingdom of Pavar1a?" The two
winning essays were used as the basis for a land consolidation law,
the first draft of which was submitted to the Bavarian Landtag in 1856,
was revised and became effective on November 10, 186l—~forty—eight
years after the contest. The law had too many loopholes, was not
effective, and complaints were numerous. However, between 1861 and
1870 eight hnndred and thirtyefour projects were completed, involving
#,ü25 land owners and covering an area of 13,000 hectares. The original
32,000 parcels were consolidated to 10,880 new parcels. There were
also numerous voluntary consolidations after 1870.1

The land consolidation program received additional impetus with
the passage of a new law, the first draft of which was presented in
1885. The main features of this law were that it provided for the
establishment of a central agency to direct and carry out land con-
solidation work and to simplify procedures, and to grant subsidies from
Public funds.2 Four years after its passage abo applications for land
consolidation had been submitted to the commission, 350 of which were
completed (125 were consolidations and 225 were Feldweggegelgngen, or
road building projects). More than 19,000 land owners participated and
23,000 hectares were involved. The increase in value of land resulting
from the program was estimated to average 300 marks per hectare.3

1 1b1a.. p. M.2 1b1a,, p. 13. 1
33 Ibid., p. 15.
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After the commission had been in operation 25 years, 263 consol-

idation and Uhl road building projects had been completed, including

registry in the Kataster. The surveying and mrking, or the transfer

of farm land to the new owners had been made in another 50 consolida-

tion and 23 field road projects. Total participation amounted to

58,698 land owners.1

According to Muenzinger, a total of 896 projects involving 126,366

hectares were carried out from January 1, 1887 to March 1, 1923, Another

129 projects with 6o,¤5o hectares were in the final stages of comple-

tion,2

In an effort to speed up the work still more, a new law was

passed in 1922, Under this law five district land consolidation offices

were established; one each at Ansbach, Bamberg, Wuerzberg, Munich, and

Neustandt on the Haardt. Later Eeuburg on the Dannbe was added. After

the Palatinate was separated from Bavaria, the office at Neustadt on

the Eaardt was no longer a part of the Bavarian organization, Consent

of the majority was no longer necessary for the implementation of con-

solidation procednres; a third of the owners possessing more than half

ef the land in the area could request consolidation. Provisions were

also made for the joining of participating land owners in a cocperative

of public law, The State took over the payment of all personnel in-

cluding salaries, travel expenses, and survey costs. The property

1 Schreiner, op, cit., h. ll.
2 Muensinger, op, cit,, p, 13,
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owners paid a fee which usually amounted to about 20 percent of these

costs; they were further required to bear the costs of road construc-

tion, ditches, and boundary markers, This law was emonded in 1933

and was superceded by the Reich (Nazi) law of 1936, This Reich law was

vcided in l9U6. As a result of the war, practically no work was carried

out between 19ßl and l9¤6,

On May 10, l9b9 an Arrondierggg law was passed. This law provides

for a simplified consolidation procedure which brought together seat-

tered plots within the existing road and drainage net. Mr, Gamperl,

Chief of the State Consolidation Office and author of the law, estimated

that this procedure could be applied to about 500,000 hectares in Bee

varia.

The Oonsolidatien Organization and the Consolidation Procedure

The Bavarian Land Consolidation Office is a part of the Ministry
of Agriculture, There are seven district offices with a total of eight

hundred and sixty—seven salaried personnel, These district officee

are now located at Munich, Wuerzburg, Ansbach, Bamberg, Neberg a,d.

Donau, Kaumbach, and Landau a.d, Isar, In addition to the above, two

state extension specialists for land consolidation were employed to

work with the eounty agents (Landwirtschaftsraeter) to encourage their
participation in expediting land consolidation work, Results obtained
in the County of Ebersberg are perhaps the outstanding example of the

possible effectiveness of this phase of the program,
The current procedure for land consolidation is very complex,
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costly and time-consuming. Like many other phases of the economy and

society it is foundered by tradition and bureaucracy. The total area

scheduled for consolidation in 1951 was b8,000 hectares, or an average

of about 56 hectares per employee, and at an estimated average cost of

350 D.M. per hectare.l In some other German states the performance is

even more discouraging. Lytel reports that one office in Hesse is con-

solidating at the rate of 16 hectares per year per employee,2

The consolidation procedure currently followed in Bavaria is as

follows:

The people of a community express an interest in consolidation,

Individual farmers, a group of farmers, or the Buergermeister of a

community may send an application for consolidation to the District

Land Consolidation Office. This application must, however, contain

the signatures of a sizable nuber of farmers who favor the project,

The application is recorded and, according to Gamperl,3 ”When the

occasion presents itself" the Land Consolidation Office will send an

official to the community. This official makes a preliminary survey as

to the necessity for land consolidation, the size of the district and

the interest of the parties concerned, If conditions are "favorable”;

that is, if consolidation is needed and the people seem to favor it,

then this community is ”scheduled“ and preliminary work is started when

1 This amounts to about IM6 D.M. or $35 per acre.
2 Lytel, op, ein., p. Ln.
3 Gamperl, op. cit., p. 16.
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personnel and facilities are available, There are, at present, more

than 700 applications on file, some of_which have been waiting for 15

to 25 years, and others for four or five years. „·

When work begins in a community, a meeting is called at which

a representative of the Land Oonsolidation Office erplains the proce~

dures involved. A vote is then taken. If at least one·third of theJ
farm owners agree to the project and if this one-third controls more

than 50 percent of the total land under discussion, then land consoli—

dation may be started. Absent, or non-voting parties are assumed to

concur. The law does, however, require an affirmative vote by at least

one·fifth of the persons involved.
J If a favorable vote is cast an executive committee is elected by

the property owners to represent them. The committee acts as a limited

governing body in connection with the project and as an advisory body

to the project engineer, who in turn is chairman of the committee. The

committee may call public meetings of interested parties and assume

financial obligations within deflnite limits set by law. The project

engineer—committee chairman calls meetings of the executlve committee

for decisions by majority rule; keeps a complete record of all actions

and decisions; and attends to correspondence, but cannot obligate the

district or the committee without action and approval of the latter,

The Consolidation Office obtains the Kataster map from the Kataster

Office and prepares a complete status report of each.property, including

easements, rights-of-way, liens, and other conditions of ownership. The
e Kataster maps, usually on a scale of 1:2500 or 1:5000, are accurate and
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provide adequate data, except in rare cases, for all purposes of land

consolidatien, including the design and location of reads and waterways,

without additional surveys,

Evaluation of each holding is made by the executive committee

with advice and participation of the project engineer. According to

Gamperl,
”if

soil quality and production value of all parcels within

the consolidation district were the same, the new distribution er

exchange of parcels could be done by size.1

The extreme to which the consolidation and the agricultural offi-

cials emphasize the importance of these differences leads to a procedure

ef testing and evaluation which is so complicated and costly that prog-

ress seems almost hopeless. Under this system, in order to fix the ex-

change value with the utmost exactness possible three general factors

are considered, They are the soll value, the distance from field tc

farmyard, and any special ”economic” features, such as proximity to a

railroad, s highway, a river, er a forest, which will increase or de-

crease the value,

Quoting from Gamperl again:

The soil value is determined first by the
condition and quality of the soil itself.
Other considerations are: The strength and
kind of hmmus cover, its mineralogical
composition, its content of nutritive salts,
and the humidity and air currents. After
this; kind and composition of the sub—soil,
its permeability, and the level of the
ground water all have a determining influe
ence.

l Gemperl, op. cit,, p, 7,
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Consideration is also given to slope, dust conditions, proximity tc

forests, and whether it is on the northern or southern side of the

hill.l

Soil surveys are made in accordance with a soil evaluation law

passed in l93b, which is based on soll capabilities that were 25 years

cut of date at the time it was adopted, according to soil experts.2

Soil scientists see to agree that the stress put upon soil difference:

is not justified but that such small differences as do exist can be

compensated for or “managed out" in a few rotations.3 It seems reason-

able, therefore, to conclude that these soil surveys and the expense

and time consumed in their execution are, for all practical purposes,

wasted effcrt.u v

In summarizing the practices of evaluation we can say that an

elaborate tabulation is made of the holdings of land owners which in-

volves volumincus computations. This evaluation is not an appraisal

of the property, but merely an expression of the relative value within

the community,

2 Lytel, op. cit., p. 5.
_

3 Personal interview and correspondence with Mr, Herman weber, special-
ist, United States Soil Conservation Service, who lived in Bavaria
for twentyefive years and who recently completed a six·months‘ study
of the land consolidation program in Germany,

M The results of the Reich Soil Testing Service are now available for
most areas in Bavaria, This is an elaborate soil testing and apprai-
sal system started in 193b and, according to many authorities, is
adequate for consolidation work under the present system, This work
is ignored and duplicated by the Consolidation Service, which results
in great waste of time and resources,
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Another step in this procedure is the designation of the road

and drainage net hy the project engineer-chairman in conjunction with

the executive committee.

This step is begun quite early and is looked upon by the consol-

idation epecialists as one of the most important phases of the consol-

idation procedure. In fact, the entire consolidation process seems to

revolve around this step and other factors are adjusted to fit this

framework of the new district layout. The design of the network seen

to be in keeping with most of the ancient practices and concepts of

medieval agriculture. It eontemplates the use of cow and horse draft

in the operation of the farm, the perpetuation of the village system,

and the continued ancient ideas of soll differences and soil management.

Lytel questions the soundness of even building roads in connection with

land consolidation and mentions the following points;

(l) It (the practice of road building) oper-
ates to ohscure the main objective of land
consolidation; (2) prevents a comprehensive
design of consolidation into farm units on
which currently proven good practices in
farm management can be fully applied; (3)
tends to perpetuate, rather than disperse,
the village; (M) tends to create more
roads than necessary; (5) creates and
segregates artificially small subdivisions
which were the primary cause of the original
fragmentation; (6) the roads require exten-
sive and costly surveys and computations and
are inordinately expensive in time, energy,
area, and money} (7) they are not public
roads hut serve only private property.l

if***‘**“"*"*‘*'°*'*‘**“*'*“****'”“‘*"“‘
Lytel, op, cit,, p, 5,
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I
After the road and drainage systems are laid cut, the distribu-

tion of new fields is started. Before this is done, however, each

farmer is given a chance to express his desires and objections.

When agreement has been reaehed new fields are surveyed and

monumented. Except for the building of reads and drainage ditches

this is the only operation requiring additional surveys as the Kataster

maps, in almost all areas, contain adequate data for consolidatien,

Cadasteral surveys such as this operation requires, are made in the

United States for less than 19 cents per acre (or 2,2 B.M, per hectare)

whereas cost of survey under the procedure currently practiced averages

about 120 D,M, per hectare, er more than fifty times as much,l

In the final step, after all questions are legally decided and

formally recorded, the new Kataster maps and registry list, showing all

new adjustments, liens, and other conditions of ownership, are prepared

for Kataster and Grundbuch offices.

In view of the above costly, comnlicated, and drawn out procedure,

voluntary exchange of osrcels might seem to offer oossibilities for an

easier solution, However, an idea of the inflexibility of the system

can be obtained from the following excerpt from Lytel's report:2

One censolidation office in Wuerttemberg was
concerned with at least two projects involving
only two farmers each, In the Herdeck project,
one farmer has 20 hectares, the other 18 hec-
tares; at Beimbach, one farm has 36 hectares,

1 _l§_§_g<}_,p.62 £äié•
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the other 35 hectares. The letter project was
visited in the field where it was observed
that the fragmentation of both farms was almost
identical over the entire Gemeinde of uniform
sell and topography, It was understood that
the same is true of the Verdeck community,

Apparently a proper and fair censolidation could
be effected and two one-piece farms created by
simoly locating a single dividing line, probably
on the old field boundaries, without construc-
tion of access reads and without additional soil
er other surveys, However, the usual practice
and procedure was being followed, including con-
struction of new reads, cleaning ditches, aben-
donment and filling in of an old road out, on
the Verdeck project, and the same was contem-
plated at Beimbach.

Wuerttemberg—Baden has no simplified consolidation (Arrondiegggg)

law such as that mentioned for Bavaria. However, many consolidation

and agricultural officials discourage farmers from requesting this
type of consolidation and in spite of assistance offered by the

Economic Cooperation .Administration mission for this type of work
very few projects were undertaken,

The ”red tape“ to nvercome and the excessive cost of voluntary

exchanges makes this type of transfer almost impossible. Lytel encoun·

tered conflicting opinions as to the cost and procedure involved and

said that those officials queried on this point felt his questions were
theoretical and irrelevant since euch an idea was unheard of, One con-

solidatien office (in Wuerttemberg) was of the opinion that field sur-
veys, mapping, notary service, and sales tax on all the area involved

would be necessary and that fees for each ef these services are fixed
at as high as seven percent of the market value of the land, Another
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office reuorted that uotary fees alone wou.ld amount to approximately

150 D.I«§. for each fa1·mex·•l

1 xbla., p, 7,
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CHAPTER Y

COHCLWSIONS AND RECGMBENBATIONS

Land fragmentation is costly to the overall economy, and it is

recognized by many as being a major factor contributing to unrest and

poverty in many sections of the world,

Western Germany, of which Bavaria is the largest State and one

of its most important agricultural areas, is at present dependent on

outside sources for approximately forty percent of its food supplies.

For the past several years it has been necessary for the United States

to furnish a considerable amount of the foreign exchange or "dollar”

instruments for the purchase of these supplies. In other words,

Western Germany is not only incapable of producing the food needed by

her people but she is also unable to pay for the necessary imports.

It is of interest, therefore, not only to the people of Germany, hut

to the American tax nayer as well, that German agricultural efficiency

and production be increased, One of the major impediments to the real-

ization of this goal is the problem of fragmented land holdings, Ap-

proximately one-half of the area in Western Germany in need of consoli-

dation is found in Bavaria, A program for the consolidation of these

fragmented holdings is under way, but the methods and procedures used

are so cumbersome and involved that material success cannot be attained

within a reasonable period of time. It takes from three to five years

to consolidate the fragmented holdings of a single community project.

Bavarian cfficials estimate that it will take sixtyefive years for com-
pletion of the entire program. This estimate seems quite gsnerous in
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view of present progress.

Furthermore, a considerable degree of fragmentation remains after

the current procedure has been carried out, A ratio of six fields be-

fore consolidation to one field after consolidation is considered good,

and in many instances the old to new ratio is three to one. Although

the example given earlier of the farmer who owned seventeen hectares

which were divided into ninetyesix parcels before consolidetion and who

still had seventeen parcels after oonsolidation might seem extreme, the

ratio is actually higher than the average,

The present system ignores progress that has been made in agri—

cultural production techniques and farm management methods. Existing

legislation is cumbersome and inadequate, failing particularly to pro-

vide for procedures comparahle to the principle of eminent domain, It

also fails to prevent the land from becoming refragmented once it has

been consolideted.

A great deal of time and money is wasted because of a lack of

proper coordination and use of data from other agencies; such as the

results of the §g;gh Soil Testing Service.

Too much time and money are spent on "non-essentials“, such ae

ponds, landscaoing, etc,

No preparatory program of information end education is conducted

in connection wi+h land consolidetion work, This results in arauments,

protests, appeals, and additional delays and expense, The two state

extension specialists for land consolidation which were hired at the

S¤$€€8tiO¤ of the Üffi¤8 cf the State Commissioner for Bavaria, are
T
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attempting to bridge this gap. Success on their part is dependent upon

the cooperation of the County Agricultural Office Directors and the

heads of the district land consolidation offices. Experience to date

indicates that strong pressure will be required to bring about this

cooperation,

ho adequate advisory program exists to assist the farmer in adopt-

ing and developing new management techniques and methods which would

enable him to take full advantage of his new field arrangement.

To attempt to nropose solutions in this study would be preeump-
tuous, to say the least, An attemut will be made, however, to point

out several factors and conditions which should be taken into account
in attempting to establish specific areas of difficulty, as well as

possible points of inquiry,

In view of the broad effects of this problem, its satisfactory

solution, as has been pointed out, should be of interest to the general

public. To expect a fresh aaproach or radical departures from current
procedure to evolve from those currently enmeshed in the program is

neither realistic nor fair.

A public commission, carefully chosen and given the necesary

powers and funds to conduct a comprehensive investigation, seems to

offer many advantages, Suggested fields of inquiry are legislation,

revising administrative procedures, and perhaps most important of all

is ways and means of coordinating land consolidation with the implementa-

tion of an overall advisory program based on modern agricultural teche

niques and farm management methods, The development of such a program
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would, of course, take considerable time and necessitate "educating”

many officiale as well as farmers. Basic knowledge and skills are, for

the most part, available. To get the most nroductive results will re-

quire changes in thought patterns as well as work habits.

Experience indicates that the most effective and quickest means

of getting results from such a program would be to establish demonstra·

tion areas where new and effective methods could be applied and the

results observed. It is believed that such demonstration areas would

prove the most effective means of introducing the necessary radical

changes and modern concepts since it could be shown that the importance

currently attached to minor variations in soil is not justified, On

the contrary, the application of modern management methods, made

possible through consolidation, more than compensate for minor dispari·

ties in soil quality resulting from the exchange of individual parcels.

It is doubted that governmental agencies, restricted by routine and

close association with past practices would be able to effectively

carry out such a demonstration program. A number of private foundatione

hve been interested in problems connected with agricultural development

and land reform. It would seem that such an agency, if invited to do

so, could eontribute immeasurably toward the solution of this problem by

subsidizing and directing demonstrations of the type mentioned above,

after the enactment of necessary legislative revisions.
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Statute

of

Public Land Consolidation Cooperative ,1

On the basis of Article 9 of the law for speedier land consoli~

daticn dated Dec, 7, 1933 (GVBI, page b83*) and the amendment of Sept,

3, 1937, confirmed by Law No, ZM dated June 15, 19ß6 (GBBI, No, 12/19#6)

a Public Land Consolidation Oooperative has been established for the

participants in the project of land consolidation for ,

as provided by Sect. II of the Land Gonsolidation Law as announced by

the Ministry on Feb, ll, 1932 (GVBI page 73) by order of the State

Ministry for Food, Agriculture and Forests dated .

Authority granted in Article 3, Par. III of the law dated Dec, 7,

1933 has been transferred to the Land Consolidation Office,

On the basis cf this authorization the Land Consolidation Office,

Munich, issues the following statute:

Section 1

same and residence

The cooperative is called Land Coneolidation Cooperative

with residence in .

1 Translated by the Economic Affairs Division, Office of the State
Commissioner for Bavaria.

* From the Bavarian Official Gazette.
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Section 2

Purpoee of coonerative

Purposes of the cooperative are:

l, To carry out land consolidation (consolidation of fields,

with regulation of reads, ditches and drainage nete, and construction

of other community installations, according to Article lb, Land Con-

solidation Law) in .

2, The permanent maintenance ef comunity installations and

facilities, according to Articles 1 and lb of the Land Consolidation

Law.

Section 3
Membership

l. Participants in the land consolidation project are members ef
the cooperative, according to Articles b to 6 of the Land Consolidation

Law,

II, Future owners of the exchange narcels are considered to be
participants upon aooroval of the Land Consolidation Office of a reeolue

tion passed by the board in compliance with Article b, Par. IV (Land
Consolidation Law), effective date stated therein.

III. If the plans are declared to be executable and if the transfer
of property for the exchange parcels has been decided upon, the owners
of the exchange parcels are considered as participants and the date set
by the Land Gonsolidation Office,

IV, Membership expires with the withdrawal of parcels or the com-
pletien of the project, or with the termination of the cooperative,
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Section U

Rights and duties of the members

I, Each member has the following rights and responsibilities:

l, To use the cooperative installations and facilities ae

provided by law and all directives, statues and special ordinances

pertaining to land consolidation.

2, To attend the cooperative meetings or to send an alter-
1

nete; limited members may only ettend the meeting accompanied by their

legal alternates. The letter must be able to identify themselves on

demand,

3. To comply with the instructions issued by the cooperative

board on the basis of the law, the directives, and the statute.

4. To assist the cooperative in carrying out the project,

5, To accept each eppointment or election to office in the

cooperative, reserving the legal right of refusal and to conscientiously

execute the duties for which he hs been appointed or elected,

6, To make the advance pegments to the cooperative that are

required on the basis of the law and the statute, and to render any

services, such as labor and dreft power, es indicated in Section 13,

Par.II.

7. To comnly with the regulations concerning the use and

maintenance of community installetions and facilities and to refrein

from any action which might effect the designeted use of these instal-

Q lations or facilities,

S. To continue With the cultivetion and management of the
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old narcels, application of the usual fertilizer in particular, until

the new parcels have been distributed.

9. To refrain from damaging any of the fields or fruit trees

growing on the fields, In case of violation damages must be paid.

10. To notify the cocperative board immediately of any condi-

tions pertaining to possession of fields involved in the project and

to eubit necessary documents.

ll. In order to be elected or appointed to serve on the board,

a member of the cooperative, or his alternate, must be of legal age,

must possess civic rights and must comply with the provisions of Article

35 of the Land Coneolidation aw, and with Section 12, AVO. Further-

more, any individual belonging to Group I, II, or III under the Denazi-

fication Law of March 5, 19b6, as decided by the Spruchkammer, is

automatically disqualified.

Section 5

Field of activity of cooperative assembly

Under the provisions of Article 3 of the law dated December 7,

1933, and Articles 33,ß6, and #7 of the Land Consolidation Law, the

cooperative assembly is charged with the following:

1. The election of cooperative board members and their

alternates, as well as the election of the arbitration committee mem-

bers and their alternates, unless they are appointed by the Land Con-

selidation Office or are elected by the cooperative board,

2. The anproval of resolutions passed by the cocperative

board pertaining to:
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(a) The purchase and sale of parcels exceeding DM

in value.
(b) Loans exceeding DM in special cases, or

DM in total.

(c) Expenses involved in action necessary under Article

1M if cost of labor and draft power services exceed DM per

hectare.

3, Decision of cases involving objections raised against
charges imnosed. (Section 16, Par. III). S

Section 6
Calling of cooperative meeting

I, The coperative meeting is called by the chairman or by his
alternate. It mst be called if at least one-third of the members, or

the Land Consolidation Office, request that a meeting be held, indicat—

ing the purpose. This does not apply if the Land Consolidation Office
retatns authority under Article 3 of the law dated December 7, 1933.

II. Announcement of the meeting must be posted on the community

bulletin board in at least days before the meeting.

If announcement is for termination of the cooperative, at least
days notice must be given.

6
Section 7

Direction of cooperative meetings, passing of resolutions and votes

I. If the cocpsrative is pronerly assembled it has authority to
pass resolutions regardless of the number of participants, with the
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exception of certain legal restrictions.

II. The chairman of the cooperative, or his alternate, presides;
if both are absent the board appoints a chairman.

III. Resolutions on matters which are not provided for in the
—agenda can be passed only if the simple majority of voters agree. This
does not include applications for the tenmination of the cooperative,
in which case a separate date must be set, according to Section 6,
Par. II.

IV. The vote will be orally taken.

V. Each member, or his alternate, has one vote. Section 5,

Par. II sets the vote ratio of the members according to the area of
their fields. Each participant owning a total area up to ______

hectares has one vote (Article 4, Par. I and II of the Land Consoli-

dation Law); an area up to ______ hectares entitles the owner to cast
two votes. No additional votes are allowed for land owned in excess
of this amount.

VI. For resolutions passed hy the cooperative, elections included,
a simple majority is decisive unless the Land Consolidation Law speci-
fies that a greater majority is required. In case of a tie the chaire
man casts the deciding vote.

Section 8

Notes concerning the resolutions passed in meetings

I. Minutes of the cooperative meeting must be recorded. They

must be signed by the chairman of the meeting, as well as by two mem-

bers appointed as trustees by the cooperative assembly.
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II. All minutes must be kept on file and copies submitted to the

Land Consolidation Office on demand.

III. The resolutions passed by the cooperative assembly must be

posted for at least one week in a designated place (comunity office).

Section 9

Set-up of cooperative board

I. Until the end of the project the board consists of the

following persons: (Article 37)

l. The official appointed by the Land Consolidation Office,

2. Active peasants and farmers elected by participating

farmers, (number) of them must have their place of resi-

dence in (place), appointed farmers who do

not belong to the cooperative.

II. Alternates must be appointed for the designated farmers

(members) by the Land Consolidation Office in at least the same number

and rmm the Sams community (village). (Par. 1)
III. In the event that another election is necessary after termi-

natic of the project, the members are elected by simple majority.

Mebers are elected by acclamation unless the majority objects, in

which case a vote is taken.

IV. The Land Consolidation Office establishes the order of

precedence of the board members and their alternates. In an election

by acclamation this order will be established as the members are chosen;

if a vote is taken number of votes received will be the decisive factor.

In case of a tie the older person has precedence. If the designated or
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elected bard members are distributed among several communities,

according to Par. I and II the above provisions are valid for the

members from each individual community (village). If a member fro

one of these communities withdraws the alternate who takes his place

must be a designated or elected person fro that community. In the

event that none is available, an alternate must be elected by the co.

operative board or appointed by the Land Consolidation Office.

V. After termination of the project the organization of the

board remains as set up according to Par I, with the exception of

officials appointed by the Land Gonsolidation Office. The cooperative

assembly has authority to elect board members; the cooperative board

elects their alternates.

Section 10

Field of activity of board

I. The main task of the ccoperative board is that of carrying

out the land consolidation project and to represent the cooperative,

with special consideration given to Article 38 of the Land Consoli—

dation Law. The board is also responsible for amendment of the

Kataster.

II. After termination of the project the board is responsible

for carrying out the regulations set forth in the final agreement, for

the maintenance of community installations and facilities, as well as

for raising and managing funds.

III. The board is authorized to appoint members and their alter-

nates to carry out details of accounting and bookkeeping and for the
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execution of resolutions passed by the board. The board may further

authorize them to hear suggestions offered by cooperative members.

Section ll

Passing of Resolutions

I. Resolutiens are passed by the board at meetings which all

mmbers have been asked to attend. If more than half the board mem-

bers, including the chainman er his alternate, are present, this is

considered sufficient to constitute a quorum; the official members,

who are not entitled to vote, having been included. Alternates of

board members may be asked to attend these meetings if it is consideredS
important. Unless acting for absent regular members, they are not

entitled to vote but may offer advice and suggestions.

II. The board mebers designated by the Land Consolidation Office

or elected by the people must attend all meetings and are held respon-

sible for performance of all duties delegated to them unless they can

give valid reasons to prevent their so doing.

III. Resolutions are passed by simple majority. Of the officials

from the Land Consolidation Office only the chairman, or his alternate,

is entitled to vote. In case of tie the chairman casts the deciding

vote.

IV. Records of board activities must be kept up to date. Hesolu„

tions must be signed by all members in attendance.

V. A.meeting must be called by the chairman if it has been re-

quested by the board members. _
VI. In matters of minor importance the chairman may request that
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a *circular decision" be passed (Par. III, sentence 2). Each member

entitled to vote is asked to vote in writing. The decision must be

recorded by the chairman of the board as being a ”circular decision."

Section 12

Duties of chairman

I. The chainman of the board is the manager of the project.

He calls the board and cooperative meetings, he conducts negotiations,

executes decisions, and handles all official business with the Land

Consolidation Office and other authorities.

II. If after termination of the project the official representa-

tives resign, a new chairman and alternate must be elected by a ma-

jority of the members of the board.

Section 13

Carrying out and maintenance of project

I. Under the supervision of the Land Consolidation Office the

board is responsible for carrying out the land consolidation project,

the construction and maintenance of roads, ditches, drainage nets, and

other community installations and facilities, according to Article 14

of the Land Consolidation Law.

II. The board has authority to call upon the cooperative members

for the construction and maintenance of comunity installations and may

request labor and draft power services. The board establishes the

share which each individual member must take in the services to be

rendered. The board also establishes the compensation rates and
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equivalent in services rendered. Any cash compensation due a partici-

pant after deduction for services rendered is payable only on the date

set by the board. This is applicable also for participants who have

withdrawn from the project.

III. If participants refuse to render services er if the services

rendered are not satisfactory, the board may employ workers and pay

them at the expense of the negligent participant. Under äar. II the

board may also reduce the coapensation rates in cases of insufficient

services. The construction of art nonuments (buildings) and other

larger installations may be dolegated tc truztworthy contractors at

the expense of the cooperative.

IV. During the land consolidation process the participants must,

when necessary, pennit construction of cosaunity installations and

facilities an their property. In cases of hardship caused bg this

provision the board is empowered to make adjustments by requesting

other participants to turn over certain fields to the person involved

for a specified time,

V. The board decides on disposition of soil, fences, and stone.

VI. The board makes the decisions as to when and in what amounts

compensetion must be granted according tc Par. IV and V.

VII. The board subscribes to a liability insurance with the

Bavarian Insurance Corporation represented by the Insurance Chamber

in Munich.
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Section 14

Security of land arrangement

I. The board may limit the use of reads er close them tempor.

arily if this is necessary for their maintenance.

II. The cooperative members are required te allow their land to
be used for the necessary maintenance of community installations and

facilities. The board issues the necessary ordinances in detail.

III. On Fields bordering newly constructed reads, trees must be

planted at least___“ meters away from the enter edge ef the

road.

Section 15

Expenses

I. The cost of land consolidation and the maintenance of com-

munity installations and facilities will re herne by the participants,

according to Section V, Par. II of the Land Consolidaticn Law, unless
public subsidies, voluntary contract services or special funds are

available.

II. Upon request of the board, the participants must make payments

in advance,

III. When necessary, to adjust the value in an individual case or

in order to insure that costs of maintenance can be met, the board, inA
conjunction with the Land Consolidation Office, may request that speci-

fied areas be withdrawn frdn the project and be considered as eonmunity

fieldS• Such action must be rocorded.

IV. In order to meet current expenses during the course of the
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project an operating fund will be 8SÜ&bl1SHGÖ• The amount of this

fund will be set by the board and will be made available as necessary

for the maintenance of the project. Participants must make the re-

quested advance payments in proportion to their share in the project.

V. The board may order the establishment of a reserve fund for

the maintenance of community installations and facilities„ In the

event that no funds are available from public subsidies, from the

operating fund, or proceeds from cmmnunity fields, the members must

make contributions according to their participation ratio,

VI. In order to meet maintenance costs, the proceeds from coopera-

tive land (grass grown on roads and ditches, proceeds from community

fields) and the interest from the maintenance reserve must be used,

Section lo

Cash accounting and bookkeeping

I. The fiscal year is the calendar year.

II. Cash accounts are kept as provided by the Land Consolidation

Law, Under supervision of the cnairman, the board;1anber who has been

appointed as cashier and.accountant keeps an account of all income and

expenditures. The chairman, his alternate, or a board member so desig.

nated, makes the deposits, orders advance payments, contributions, etc.,

and is responsible for the compulsong collection of money in the event

that participants refuse to pay.

III. If after termination of the project contributions and extra

payments are required, the board must set us an annual invoice until

(date). These invoices must be presented for examination



by the nartioipants after prior local publication. Objections to these

, invoices will be hanéled L; the cooperytive assenbly.

Section 17

'
Termination of cooporative, liquidaticn of business

I. The cooperative termlnation agreement must contain directions
! for the disposition of available funds, aua the further aaministration,

use and maintenance of the conmunity installations and facilities.

5 II. Upon termination of the cocperative the person so charged

must notify the supervising authority and be prepared to Submit all

5 files, cash payment books and vouchers of the cooperative•
Section 18

I Public announcement

Public annenncemcnts of the coooerative are posted in the com-
, munity of

Munich, (date)

Land Consclidation Office:

(Stamp)

f

l

L
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